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Project 365, 52, or in my case, whenever!
by Joy Kuoha

The beginning of each year 
brings new opportunities 
and motivation to 
scrapbookers around the 
world. one of the trendiest of 

these is the 365 Project, otherwise 

known as the “Take a photo everyday 

this year and scrap it” project. To 

say this is overwhelming is the 

understatement of the decade! This 

January, I decided to take part in 

Project 365 for the first time. I was so 

excited as the new year approached 

that I couldn’t wait and started taking 

pictures of my holiday decorations 

while they were still up. Then, I 

created a new blog specifically to 

post each photo and write something 

about it. I would upload my photos 

to flickr and use the automatic “blog 

this” link and voila!!

my project was off the ground and 

going great….well, at least until the 

middle of march, when my camera 

was misplaced along with the cable 

for uploading. I soon found my 

camera and started snapping away 

again, only to be discouraged by not 

finding my cable. So, as the story 

goes, my uploading and blogging 

came to a halt and catching up at this 

point seems impossible, although I 

hope to at least try catching up during 

the summer. 

as far as scrapping my photos, I did 

get a one-pager for the month of 

January completed and uploaded. 

It was easy to do with a fantastic 

template I found in a thread at 

DST. There are many threads, 

galleries and even blog trains for 

all the Project 365ers out there. 

But alas...for those of us who are 

a little overwhelmed by the task of 

taking photos, uploading them and 

blogging them each and every day, 

there are some great projects you 

just might find more suitable to your 

busy schedule. 

First off, there is Project 52, the 

weekly photo project. This is a fun 

way to include all the photos that are 

most important each month, a weekly 

journal into our lives that would be 

a step above the mundane. unless 

you want to treasure your daily (and 

sometimes ordinary) photos, this 

might be the way to go.

Secondly, there is Project 12 on 

the 12”, a concept created by Susan 

Keuter and made popular by cathy 

zielske. Basically, you take 12 photos 

on the 12th of each month. cathy has 
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been keeping up with this fun project as part of her all about 

me book, which is incredibly artsy and seriously delicious! I 

am re-thinking the whole reasons why we scrap now, and I 

really want to scrap more about myself for my children.

Thirdly, and one of my favorites, is the Daily 

December Book, as found on ali edwards’ blog. This is a 

hybrid project done for the entire month of December and 

the kit is sometimes available to order online if you need 

the supplies. This project promises to hold the delights 

of the season with all its preparations and memories for 

your family. Believe it or not, I am going to try it this year! 

warnIng - get started before December rolls around!

And fourth, more seasonal or customized 
projects, such as “My Summer Project” or “Our 
20th Anniversary Year” or anything that would 

be special to you. you can even make it a “week in the 

life of...” project to suit your needs. If you want to make it, 

there is a template out there for it!

along with the trend of these projects, there are many, many, 

kits tailored to your style and project. I have found more 

templates than I could ever need and have downloaded most 

of them. I really like the clean, uncluttered styles the most 

which allows the photos to be the focus of the layout.

If you have not given these projects a try yet, it’s time to 

set your goals high for the coming year. Start collecting 

the kits and templates you like best now so you will have 

no lame excuses like mine to keep you from completing 

this incredible adventure we like to call “digital 

scrapbooking our lives.”

To find out more about how Project 365 got its start and 

for some great tips, visit Photojojo.
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